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Why Air RIderz?
Air Riderz provides a clean and fresh atmosphere featuring 20,000
square feet of wall-to-wall trampolines and our one-of-a-kind Climb
Zone. Our facility features a main trampoline court, trampoline
dodgeball courts, two lanes of Slam dunk basketball, jousting Battle
Beam, trapeze foam pit, multi-face Rubik’s Cube climbing pillar, timed
face to face climbing wall, cardio wall, the Pole Walk challenge, and
finally…the Ninja Warrior Course!
Air Riderz is committed to SAFETY, CLEANLINESS and EXCELLENT
CUSTOMER SERVICE making every Corporate Opportunity a
memorable experience. We are dedicated to getting every party
JUMPIN and creating unforgettable events based on your needs.

Team Building
Boost you team morale and create an interactive atmosphere for your team outside the
office in a FUN, ENGAGING, and ENERGETIC environment.
Research has shown that when employees interact with each other outside of work, they tend to trust
each other more, creating a collaborative environment and driving ongoing productivity at work. Air
Riderz is dedicated to creating a unique team-building environment with
organized events and activities including:
1. Trampoline Dodgeball - face off in a game of ultimate trampoline dodgeball encourages teamwork and competitive spirit
2. Private Fitness Classes - bring your group closer with a new approach to fitness.
Jump, sweat, laugh and burn up to 1,000 calories!
3. Wall Races - build confidence and team energy as they race each other to the
top of our climbing walls and encourage colleagues to jump off our Pole Walk

*All organized activities can be
added to our standard
packages*

Corporate Event Packages
Swap out the boardroom for a productive and fun Corporate
Event at Air Riderz - all of our standard packages include 1 hour
of public access to our trampoline activities ( and Climb Zone if
package is selected ) as well as the mandatory anti-slip Air
Riderz socks for each jumper.

Up to 25 Jumpers
Jump Only $550

Jump & Climb $600

2 items from our Catering Menu
5 soft drink pitchers
Exclusive use of one of our spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can
be split before/after activity time)
Five free Jump Passes for recognition/ giveaways

Up to 50 Jumpers
Jump Only $850

Jump & Climb $900

3 items from our Catering Menu
10 soft drink pitchers
Exclusive use of two of our spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can
be split before/after activity time)
Ten free Jump Passes for recognition/ giveaways

Up to 75 Jumpers
Jump Only $1300

Jump & Climb $1375

4 items from our Catering Menu
15 soft drink pitchers
Exclusive use of two of our spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be
split before/after activity time)
Five 1-Hour Jump Passes for recognition/ giveaways

Up to 100 Jumpers
Jump Only $1800

Jump & Climb $1900

5 items from our Catering Menu
20 soft drink pitchers
Exclusive access to the entire park for 1 hour of activities
Exclusive use of two of our spacious party rooms for 1.5 hours (can be
split before/after activity time)
Ten 1-Hour Jump Passes for recognition/ giveaways

Additional
Options
Meeting Spaces
Air Riderz offers ideal solutions for your
meeting space needs - rooms are
simple and clean for small to medium sized
groups. Every room is equipped with
tables, chairs, free WIFI and water
pitchers. Contact us for rates!

Holiday Parties

Corporate pricing

Inject some excitement into your
holiday party - plan a celebration
at Air Riderz that your team will
never forget. Whether it is staff
only, or you include their families,
we bring the HO HO HO to
every event.

Air Riderz partners with “work perks”
to provide a special discounted price
to enjoy jump & climb options at Air
Riderz!

To book or for more
information,
please contact:
Events

vaughan.events@airriderz.com

